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t was January and 
it was raining hard 
in tel aviv.  that was 
a little unusual, but 
nothing to write home 
about, true. But put 
into context: I don’t 
drive in Israel (I’m not 

mad), I was only there for three 
days and wanted to do some 
clothes shopping somewhere 
other than at the azrielli Center 
tower or shenkin street. the thing 
is, I didn’t fancy traipsing around 
getting wet and probably lost. and 
apart from that, I didn’t really know 
where to go.

that’s why I was so happy when 
Gallit Reissman, who had spent 
years travelling the world as a 
former fashion agent, turned up at 
my hotel in a chauffeur-driven car  
to ferry me around on one of her 
tLVstyle boutique tours — together 
we would ditch the beaten path and 
visit her selection of young design-
ers at the fashion forefront of tel 
aviv. Of course, there was the odd 
smattering of coffee and wine to 
temper the busy day ahead.

we headed for Gan Ha hashmal 
(Electricity Garden), the former cen-
tral power plant which was trans-
formed from depressing area to an 
elegant gathering of some of tel-
aviv’s aspiring designers. they are 
part of the Indie crowd who have 
chosen to live, work, create and 
party here.

an understated shop in tel aviv’s 
former central power plant, Gan 
Hahashmal (Electricity Garden) 
is KIsIM Handbags. It is owned by 
designer Yael Rosen Ben shachar. 
Her bags — or as she sees them, her 
works of art — are designed into 
simple, clean shapes, sometimes 
using traditional leather and 
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sometimes interest-
ing textures. On occasion she will 
design in a cheeky feature such a 
hidden pocket for that lipstick or 
car keys. One of her creations, the 
Cube, made it into the glamorous 
world of Sex and the City and Carrie 
was seen carrying one several times. 
You can pick up one of your own for 
880 shekels (about £145).

Nearby at Masaryk square 
is anya Fleet’s studio. anya 
has been designing clothes 
since she was a little girl, 
when her clients were 
her dolls, but last year 
t h e  3 0 - s o m e t h i n g 
U k r a i n i a n - b o r n 
d e s i g n e r  w o n  a 
Most talented and 
Promising Fashion 
Designer award. 
Everything in her 
bijou studio is 
hand-made.  “I 
send my aunt 
the designs  
a n d  t h e n 
she knits the 
pieces. they 

are truly one of a kind.” at her stu-
dio her designs are made to meas-
ure, while her ready-made collec-
tions are sold at her shop in Kikar 
Mazarin, near Dizengoff centre. 

From Gan Hahashmal, in south 
east tel aviv, we drove to Bazel 
square. this newly hip place is a 

large square surrounded by 
shops, cafés and restau-

rants. the trendiest of all 
of them is a coffee shop 
called Lulu, where we 
spent a short time 
sipping a coffee and 
watching the rain 
fall against the win-

dows.
at Bazel square 

we visited aluma 
Klein’s shop. 
London-born 
aluma started 
by selling her 
accessories 
in selfridges 
a n d  H a r -
rods, where 
they were 
s p o t t e d 

and borrowed by Madonna’s styl-
ist. then she began selling one-of-
a-kind pieces both in London and 
tel aviv boutiques and appeared in 
London and Paris Fashion weeks. 
Her clothes are a mix of elegant cou-
ture and grunge chic, a delightful 
blend drawing inspiration from art 
deco and punk — no wonder they 
appealed so much to Madonna. the 
rails were packed with French-lace, 
crocheted shawls, silk blouses and 
Victorian-inspired overcoats.

we took the coastal road to the 
south of tel aviv to the elegant Roth-
schild Boulevard and the newly ren-
ovated and now highly trendy area 
of Neve tzedek (“abode of Justice”. 
we had a quick snack and an espres-
so (the blend apparently comes all 
the way from Rome) at the equally 
trendy tazza D’Oro, before visiting 
Maya Negri’s fashion house.

Maya Negri’s fashion is not about 
state-of-the-art chic or fashion state-
ments, it is all about comfort. she 
targets those who have outgrown 
grunge and who want high-end 
quality that “celebrate the female 
figure”. I could see what she means. 

Anya Fleet fringed lace vest and printed trousers

Cube M bag by Yael 
Rosen Ben Shachar, 
around £145 

Anya Fleet print trousers and lace mix top
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Style guide
V tel aviv’s fashion scene 
is fast-changing. to keep up, 
you need the guidance of 
a style expert such as Galit 
reismann, who can tailor a 
personal boutique tour.

she will pick you up 
from your hotel in an air-
conditioned, chauffeured 
car and you can choose a 
half-day or full-day tour 
showcasing fashion, jewellery, 
shoes and 
handbags.
Phone: 00 972 
54 8141499
www.tlvstyle.
com
www.
facebook.
com/
tlvstyle

Her tailored dresses and all-in-ones 
allow lots of hip and leg room (her 
signature look) and blouses that 
hang rather than hug. I’d wear her 
clothes at high-powered business 
meetings or while travelling in first 
class. You get the drift.

Our last call was to Liora tragan’s 
studio. It is on the southern side of 
the Florentine neighbourhood, a 
captivating place that is a skewed 
mix of  industrial and residential, 
young and old, trendy and poor. 

It seemed an apt place for Liora’s 

business, which was more boudoir 
than studio, with rich damask col-
ours and unusual ornamental art-
works adorning the walls. Her crea-
tions can be somewhat eccentric. 
Jewellery, clothes and bejewelled 
clothes, knitted, embroidered and 
woven. Gold, silver, enamel, satin 
chiffon and velvet silk are fused 
with unconventional materials 
such as feathers and shells. I really 
like her metal beaded scarf — it is 
heavy, but certainly brightens up an 
outfit. Liora seems to have a thing 

for feathers and if you can imag-
ine wearing feathered bling such as 
necklaces, brooches and earrings, 
then you must visit.

to end the tour, Galit took me 
to what she refers to as “one of the 
trendiest wine bars in tel aviv”. 
Called simply the wine Bar, this 
tiny outlet is on Nachalat Binyamin 
36. Rather than small, I would pre-
fer to describe it as cosy, with wine 
that tickled the palate and food sur-
prisingly gourmet considering the 
prices.

Bracelets
and earrings
by Liora Tragan


